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SUMMARY.
I. The forage feeding system of growing and fattening young 
hogs offers profitable inducements to Iowa pork producers. An 
acre of 50 bushel corn land devoted to good forage, with corn at 
50 cents and hogs at $5.00, returns from $30.00 to $80.00 net 
profit when grazed with spring pigs. Alfalfa; rape; clover; 
oats, clover or peas and rape; sweet clover and others are 
acceptable forages.
II. The estimated pounds of pork accredited to an acre of 
forage varies with the crop, amount of grain fed, and maturity 
of the hogs. With spring pigs grazed the current year we have 
a range from 378 pounds on blue grass and timothy to 1,439 
pounds on rape. With fairly mature hogs, averaging over 200 
pounds, the returns are lower, or from 18 to 308 pounds only. 
Young pigs clearly outclass older hogs on forage.
III. The cost of a hundred pounds gain, all expenses included 
with corn at 50 cents, on young pigs with best forages, alfalfa, 
rape, and the clovers, runs from $2.88 to $3.96; with older, heav­
ier hogs from $4.23 to $5.31.
IV. The dry lot system of feeding young pigs is inefficient 
in comparison with the forage way.
V. Heavy, well grown, old hogs weighing 200 pounds or more, 
make as rapid and economical gains in dry lot as upon forage. 
They differ markedly from the younger pigs in this respect. 
The forage„versus dry lot results with heavy hogs lend encour­
agement to the well established practice of growing them on 
forage and fattening them in dry lot.
VI. Blue grass and timothy do not make an efficient hog 
pasture.
VII. Alfalfa is the greatest permanent hog forage. The 
cheapest pork produced in experiments at the Iowa Agriculture 
Experiment Station was made on alfalfa pasture at a cost of 
$2.88 a hundred pounds, corn costing 50 cents.
VIII. Rape is a superior emergency crop. It may he sown 
practically any time during the growing season up until Au­
gust. The largest acre profit in the trials at the Iowa Station 
was made upon rape. Red clover and rape are of about equal 
merit.
IX. Sweet clover in its first year of growth is equal to red 
clover, but in the second year the plant becomes too coarse for 
the most satisfactory results.
X. Green rye is quite valuable as early spring and late fall 
pasture.
XI. “ Hogging-down”  ripe rye is unprofitable. The returns 
for a bushel of “ hogged”  rye were 4.2 and 9.4 cents with $5.00 
and $6.00 hogs.
XII. No greater opportunity exists for cheapening the pork 
production in Iowa than through the general adoption of a suc­
cessful forage crop system for spring pigs.
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The imperative need of green pastures in pork production 
is emphasized in the results of 3 years’ investigations at the 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
They show that the profits on forage fed spring pigs can be 
increased more than five fold over those fed in dry lot. Alfalfa 
grazed pigs in 1911 returned a profit of more than $3.00 each 
as compared to 61 cents in dry lot. Profits of from $30.00 to 
$80.00 an acre, counting corn at 50 cents and hogs at $5.00, 
have been easily secured with our good forages. An acre of 
alfalfa in 1911 netted on this basis $65.99; red clover in 1909, 
$32.34, in 1910, $34.62; rape in 1909, $27.50 and $27.72; in
1910, $37.51, and in 1911, $80.37; sweet clover in 1910, $42.07,
1911, $23.46; a mixture of oats, clover and rape in 1909, $32.30;
a mixture of oats, Canadian field peas and rape in 1909, $22.83; 
in 1911, $39.52, $53.45 and $64.63; and blue grass and timothy 
in 1909, $15.23. ,
Such profits most assuredly encourage the growing of hog 
forages. The average daily profit on young pigs grazing in 
forage is invariably higher than on those confined to pens.
The practice of feeding grain to young hogs in dry lots from 
early May to late November is to be discouraged in Iowa. A 
little seasonable forethought in planning for suitable green 
feeds for hog grazing means much to the efficient and cheap 
production of Iowa pork.
Forage crops present wide differences in their composition, 
durability, permanency, palatability and character of growth. 
Some are ill adapted for swine pasturage. Others are superior 
in this regard. In order to determine which forage crops are 
best adapted to Iowa conditions, the experiments herein de­
scribed were completed.
/This bulletin is published in both technical and popular editions. The tech­
nical edition goes much more into detail with the different crops, the data being 
presented by years rather than by crops. Anyone desiring more complete data 
on these experiments may secure the technical edition upon request when it 
appears later.
designed September 1, 1910. Formerly Assistant Animal Husbandman. 
Now Associate Professor in charge of milk production, Iowa State College.
designed May 1, 1909. Formerly Assistant Animal Husbandman. Now 
Associate Editor of Breeder’s Gazette, Chicago.
Note : Acknowledgment is made to Dr. A. W. Dox and his associates of the 
chemical section for valuable cooperation in chemical analyses of feeds and 
forages used. All analyses reported are from the laboratory of the chemical sec­
tion of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station.
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OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT.
The objects of the extended work recorded in this bulletin 
were as follows:
1. To determine the relative efficiency of various forage crops 
and pastures for pork production in Iowa.
2. To discoyer the best methods of feeding and handling hogs 
upon various forages.
3. To compare the grain-forage crop method of making pork 
with the grain-dry lot system.
4. To learn :
(a) The pork producing power of an acre of 50 bushel 
corn land when devoted to forages for hogs.
(b) The net returns of an acre of forage crop after pay­
ing all expenses—production cost of crop, corn fed (50 cents 
delivered market price for a bushel1) and supplement fed at 
$2.50 per cwt. when converted into pork at $5.00 and $6.00 per 
cwt.
(e) The net returns for a bushel of corn fed upon forage 
to $5.00 and $6.00 hogs after deducting the cost of the crop and 
supplemental feed.
(d) The total cost of a hundred pounds gain upon 
various forages, counting the production cost of crop, value of 
supplement, and market value of delivered corn at 40, 50, and 
60 cents a. bushel1.
PLAN OF EXPERIMENT AND METHODS.
1. Plots used. All plots in the years 1909 and 1910 were 
either .8 or .9 of an acre. In 1911, with three exceptions, they 
were .9 of an acre. Of these three one was .8 and the other 
two .3 acre. The larger plots measured ,025 acres more than 
the acreage charged, this allowing for waste.
2. Fertility and character of land used. Check plots of corn 
grown in these forage crop plots averaged during the three 
years of this trial fifty bushels. The soil was second bottom 
land of the black loam type, quite level and fairly well drained.
3. Hogs used. Either pure bred or high grade Duroc Jerseys 
were used in all of these thirty-one trials. All of the heaty 
hogs and 95% of the spring pigs were bred and reared by the 
Animal Husbandry Section. Comparative lots of pigs were 
sired by the same boar wherever possible.
4. Weights. An average of three weights at the beginning 
and end of the experiment on each hog constitutes the initial 
and final weights. Regular weights every thirty days were 
made in all years excepting in 1909 and 1910 when the periods 
were twenty-eight days. Weights were taken in the forenoon.
)r? bushel Considered as 56 pounds of shelled corn as fed on the ear;
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5. Shelter. Small portable Cots having floor dimensions of 
6x8 feet furnished ample and comfortable housing.
6. Water supply. An abundance of water in open troughs 
was provided the hogs at all times.
7. Feeds used, (a) Ear corn.—The ear corn in all cases was 
of the crop of the previous year. The corn was of good quality, 
ranging from No. 2 to No. 3 in grade.
(b) Supplement.—Meat meal, Armour’s, was the supplement 
used in conjunction with corn. To facilitate ease of expression 
reference is made to this product throughout as a grain. It has 
a guaranteed protein analysis of 60%, fat 10%, crude fibre 
1.5% ; cost $2.50 per cwt.
8. Methods of feeding. All hogs were fed twice daily, at 
7.30 in the morning, at 5 in the evening. The supplement was 
fed as a thin slop before allowing the ear corn, much care being 
exercised to insure an equal distribution of this high protein 
feed. The corn was fed upon the ground. Little was wasted 
except a few stray kernels during a few days of muddy feeding 
ground in late fall. When on a full feed of grain the hogs were 
allowed from half to three fourths of an hour to “ clean up”  a 
feed. One tenth or one twentieth meat meal means that 1 pound 
of meat meal was fed to every 10 or 20 of ear corn as the ease 
might be.
9. Labor, risk, interest and depreciation. In all costs re­
ported the (1) Labor* (2) Risk and interest on the hog and the 
(3) Depreciation and interest on the equipment is assumed to 
be offset by the (1) Manure produced (2) The uniform distribu­
tion of this manure without leaching loss, and the (3) Difference 
between farm value and delivered market price (charged in 
all computations) for the corn consumed.
COST OF GROWING FORAGES.
How much does it cost to grow an acre of the different for­
ages? The various charges, rent, plowing, seeding, etc., against 
each crop are given in detail in the table on page 386.
The basis of rent is $6.00 an acre, this being charged for blue 
grass, all others the same.
The preparation of land and seeding is based on these 
charges:
PER ACRE.
Plowing ..................  $1.70 Cultivation (per time) . . .  .45
Double discing .............................. 60 Inoculation for a l fa l fa ..............50
Harrowing (per time) ........  .15 Rolling for alfalfa .............. .30
Drilling .................. .. .35
* Labor of feeding, management and marketing hogs only. The labor expended 
upon the crop is included in the crop production cost.
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COST OP FORAGE CROPS. 
Production Values on Acre Basis.
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The seed prices are:
Clover, medium red ........
Alfalfa, commercial . . . . . .
Rape, Dwarf Essex ..........
Peas, Canadian field . . . . .
Oats (fanned) .....................
Sweet clover, yellow . . . . . .
Vetch, hairy (Vicia Villosa) 
Rye, winter .......... ................
For a bushel 
dollars.
. ..$  9.00 
... 12.00
y i  2.50 
.50
. . .  12.00 
. . .  7.20
. . .  1.00
For a pound 
cents.
15.0
20.0
8.
4.17
1.56
20.
12.
1.79
The drilled crops were put in rows six inches apart, except­
ing lots IYh and VI 1910 which were twenty-four inches apart. 
One drilling only was used in seeding. Where crops are broad­
casted it is so indicated in the table on page 386 with a B; if
drilled with a D.
THE RESULTS OF THE TESTS.
The forage crop tests are presented by crops under each class 
of hogs, in the order given, as follows:
I. Pigs.—'Spring of current year.
II. Hogs.—Pall pigs of previous year.
III. Sows.—Yearlings (not bred). Summered through on 
light corn ration.
I. PIGS,— SPRING OF CURRENT YEAR ON FORAGE.
All of the trials with spring pigs, pastured practically from 
weaning time until the forage gave out, are grouped by crops 
in the following order:
(a) Blue grass and timothy. (g)
(b) Alfalfa. ' (h)
(c) Red clover. (i)
(d) Rape.. (j)
(e) Sweet „clover. (k)
(f) Oats.
Rye, green.
Rye, ripe.
Oats, clover and rape. 
Oats, peas and rape. 
Dry lot checks.
BLUE GRASS AND TIMOTHY.
Kentucky blue grass (Poa pratensis L.) commonly known as 
June grass, is the permanent pasture grass of Iowa.
The advantages of blue grass are that it is a hardy and per­
manent perennial; its sod is compact, furnishes early as well as 
late pasture and may, if not too heavily pastured in the fall, 
furnish some feed in the winter.
The chief disadvantage of this grass is the dry and sparse 
pasturage furnished during the hot summer months of July 
and August. Unless rains should come about this time and 
freshen up the pasture, making it green and succulent, it is 
advisable to have other forage for the hogs to run in.
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TABLE I.— PIGS ON BLUE GRASS AND TIMOTHY.
v  -.n™ (Practically 75% Blue Grass.Year, 1909.
Lot No., I.
When pastured, June 4-November 16.
When Seeded................ ......................
Av. No. of Hogs............ 1......... .. ..........
No. of Days...............................
Av. Initial W t . _ ______. . . . . . . . .  . ' ' * * * * ’ ' •
Av. Final W t . ................................
Av. Daily Gain..................
Av. Daily Shelled Corn. . . .
Av. Daily Meat Meal..........
Av. Daily Grain per hundred pounds live weight 
Gram for a hundred pounds gain:
Shelled Corn........
Meat Meal . . . . . ___ fg|’. ‘ ‘ *'. ............
Total Cost of a Hundred Pounds Gain-
Corn @  40 cents.................. ..........’ . ..
Corn @  50 cents...................
Corn @  60 cents.............. ......................................
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling:
@  $5.00............  . 6
@ $6.00. . . . . . . . . . . .  ’ y. ‘ ■ .................
Net Return for a Bushel of Corn:................ ••••••
Hogs @  $5.00.. ............................
Hogs @  $6.00.......................’ ’ " fi
)
Permanent Pasture.
......... .. 13.939
.......... ... 165.
33.501
31.802
................ 161.101
75.802
.......................723
. . . -------  2.7483
...................... 0954
.................. 3.685
..............  380.24
..............  13.08
............ .. $ 3.40
. ............ 4.09
----------- 4.77
. . . . . . . .  15.23
. . . . . . . .  31.85
61.4 cents. 
75.6 cents.
xTen hogs June 4-Nov. 16
2Pive hogs June 18-Sep. 10
»Ear corn practically full fed entire period.
One tenth meat meal fed last 39 days only but computed on 165 day basis.
1S^ the sta^ ard non-leguminous hay grass of the ■11 a^d 1S often for Pasture when mixed with blue grass 
lhe blue grass and timothy test consisted bf a mixture of
nnrlSe9W ° f graS eS 1 r W R  S I  proportion of 75% blue grass 
r>ln 1 «  ^ «no/ y Later trials m 1912 demonstrated ear corn 
plus 1-8—60% protein meat meal or tankage to be a superior 
ue grass ration—greatly outclassing corn alone on blue grass.
will be° ne^ed6 Cl°Ver preSent in blue grass «the less supplement
■The chemical composition of blue grass and timothy shows 
that it is unsuited m balancing up the corn ration. The protein 
content is low m proportion to the amount of carbohydrates 
present We find that corn has ordinarily a ratio of protein to 
carbohydrate equivalent of about 1.9. With the blue grass and 
timothy however, we here have a ratio of 1: 11.29. In feeding 
young shoats, about 1 pound-of protein should be fed to every 
5 or 6 pounds of corbohydrates for most efficient results In 
order to make this ratio, it is necessary to feed with corn a food 
which has more protein than 1 to 5 or 6. We see plainly,
8
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therefore, that blue grass and timothy will not balance 
up the corn ration. Blue grass alone is a better forage insofar 
as the balanced proportion of nutrients is concerned than is 
the same pasture to which timothy is added. The blue grass 
has a ratio of 1: 7.342. Even with this forage, however, a sup­
plement carrying a large relative proportion of protein must 
be fed. Medium red clover and rape are both better suited to 
balancing the corn ration than the blue grass or timothy. 
Medium red clover shows a ratio of 1: 3.94 and rape 1: 2.91. 
With a limited grain ration it is entirely feasible, on medium 
red clover and Dwarf Essex rape, for the pigs to consume a 
balanced ration, because of the large relative proportion of 
protein furnished in these two forages. This is not possible 
on blue grass.
ALFALFA.
Alfalfa is our greatest hog forage.
The cheapest gains that have ever been secured upon any 
forage at this station have been made upon alfalfa. In the year 
of 1911 alfalfa pasture (Lot III) in conjunction with a grain 
ration of ear corn plus 1-20 meat meal produced gains, when 
the market price of corn was 50 cents a bushel, at a cost of 
$2.88 a hundred pounds. This is the record insofar as the 
various forage crops have been tested to date.
Fortunately for swine alfalfa is rich in protein, built up 
largely from the nitrogen of the air. The nitrogenous fertility 
of the soil is thus indirectly increased through swine grazing.
Pasture is furnished early in the season as well as late. Wb 
have grazed alfalfa in central Iowa from May 7 to November 
25, a period of six and one half months, or 198 days. In an 
ordinary year pasture will be available for practically six 
months out of the twelve. Drought does not affect alfalfa as 
it does clover, largely due to the deep root system of the 
alfalfa plant. Usually we find our clover hard and dry in 
August and September, while the alfalfa growing alongside is 
green,’ succulent and highly palatable.
In getting a seeding of alfalfa we have plowed our land 
early, harrowing it frequently during the summer. About the 
middle of August we sowed from 15 to 20 pounds of seed to 
the acre after inoculating the land with soil containing bacteria 
from another alfalfa field. Out of four trials we have had no 
f  9illlir6S
Heavy pasturing of alfalfa is detrimental. By all means, 
the number of animals allowed to graze should be so regulated 
as to allow two or three cuttings to be taken from the land 
yearly. We cut our alfalfa at the time that the little buds at 
the base began to shoot, which was early to the middle of
9
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TABLE II.— PIGS ON ALFALFA.
(Commercial.)
Y e a r .. ........ . . . ................ .. 1909 1911
Lot No.............. .................................. . IV III
When Pastured............ ............................Jun 4-Nov. 16 May 19-Nov. 15
When Seeded................ ............................  Fall-1908 August, 1910
Av. No. of Hogs. I ...... ............................  13.939 16.477
No. o f Days . ............ . . . . .; ......................  165. 180.
Av. Initial W t.......... ......................| ___  33.401 18.79s
31.802 168.196
Av. Final W t........... .............   207.701 166.57s
93.202 209.746
Av. Daily Gain....... .............   .990 1.048
Av. Daily Shelled Corn. . ....................... 3.506s 3.4047
Av. Daily Meat M eal. ........................... .1314 .208s
Av. Daily Grain per 100 lbs. Live W t. 3.820 4.047
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain:
Shelled Corn.............................. . . .  354.04 324.75
Meat Meal................................... 13.19 19.85
Total Cost o f 100 lbs. Gain
Corn @  40 cents.................... . . . .  $ 3.33 $ 2.30s
Corn @  50 cents.................... 3.96 2.88s
Corn @  60 cents..................... 4.60 3.46s
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00....................................... 23.62 $65.99
@  $6.00.................. .................... 46.39 97.09
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn
Hogs @  $5.00.................................. 66.4 cents 86.6 cents9
Hogs @  $6 .00 ............................. . 82.2 cents 103.8 cents9
1Ten hogs June 4-Nov. 16.
2Five hogs June 18-Sep. 10.
8Ear corn practically full fed entire period.
4One-tenth meat meal fed last 39 days only but computed on 165 day basis.
BFifteen hogs May 19-Oct. 16.
^Fourteen hogs Oct. 16-Nov. 15.
TEar corn limited to 3, 4, and 5 pounds daily per hundred pounds live weight 
first three months. Full fed last 90 days only.
8One-twentieth meat meal fed entire period.
'This includes 3838 pounds of alfalfa hay cut from plot @  it>14.00 a ton.
June and July and August. We watched the alfalfa crown 
closely and got busy with the mower when the buds started. 
Frequent cuttings invigorate the stand and induce new growth. 
Overpasturing without cutting injures the crowns of the alfalfa 
plants.
A wonderful contrast exists between the results secured in 
1909 and those of 1911 upon this forage. In the earlier trial 
the gains cost $3.96, as compared to $2.88 this year; with corn 
at 50 cents and pork at $5.00 and $6.00 the profits were respec­
tively $23.62 and $46.39 in 1909 in comparison with $65.99 and 
$97.09 in 1911. Furthermore, the season in 1909 was much more 
favorable for alfalfa production than it was in 1911. The con­
trast demonstrates quite forcibly that a big difference exists 
between the different varieties of alfalfa. Judging from com­
parative analyses of the early seeding as compared to the one
10
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of this year we find that the 1911 forage runs much higher in
protein. .
In 1911 only enough hogs were placed on the plot to permit 
hay growth sufficient to allow cuttings to he made. No hay was
cut from the 1909 plot. . * ,, -.mi i-p
The protein content of the edible portion of the 1011 aiialta
is shown to run 30.69% in the dry matter. The ratio of protein 
to carbohydrate equivalent is 1: 1.98. With a forage having 
such a narrow ration as this and comparatively little water it is 
manifest that the hog will not have to consume as much to 
balance the ration as he would if he were eating clover,, tor 
instance, which has a ratio of about 1: 4.
RED CLOVER.
Medium red clover, commonly known as June or common 
clover is the chief leguminous pasture and hay crop of the 
Middle West. Iowa stock farms are noted for their clover 
producing fields. The swine men, especially, have long since 
appreciated the high merit of clover pasture for their hogs.
Clover furnishes a nitrogenous pasture which is very valuable 
in balancing up Iowa corn rich in carbohydrates and starmies. 
Clover also has a very suitable ash running especially high m 
calcium, the predominanting essential element in the forma­
tion of bone. Alfalfa is superior to clover in the amount of 
protein and ash furnished but_ nevertheless both of these 
leguminous crops are much superior to blue grass and timothy.
Clover can not withstand drought like alfalfa, rape or sweet 
clover, the second crop being usually the one to suffer. Early 
pasturing ofttimes injures it; the hogs should not be turned 
on until about the first of May. Ripe clover is not relished.
Clover in full bloom is most highly relished. Hogs will some­
times eat less corn because of their preference for clover blos-
soms. . . m
Four trials in all were made with medium red clover. I wo 
bunches of hogs were run on two separate clover plots in 1909 
with good results. The profits are very similar. Two more 
plots were grazed in 1910, one receiving corn alone while the 
other received corn plus 1-10 meat meal.
The question arises: Shall we supplement ear corn that is 
fed on clover with protein when the clover is furnishing abun­
dant, pasture? T
From June 22 to September 14, 1910, 84 days, the clover 
pasture was excellent. The supplemented clover hogs-gamed 
1,205 pounds, while those receiving corn only gained 1,090. lhe 
feed required for a hundred pounds gain runs practically the 
same, or a comparison of 259.94 and 262.60, in favor of com 
alone. The cost of gains shows a difference of 37 cents m favor
11
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TABLE III.— PIGS ON MEDIUM RED CLOVER.
Year................................. 1909 * 1909 1910 1910 '
Lot N o............................. II III VII VIII
When Pastured............ June 4 to June 4 to June 22 to June 22 to
Nov. 16 Nov. 16 Nov. 10 Nov. 10
When Seeded................ Fall-1908 Fall-1908 Fall-1908 Fall-1908
Av. No. of H ogs.......... . 13.939 13.939 18.75 18.75
No. of Days.................. . 165. 165. 141. 141.
Av. Initial W t.............. . 33.401 33.401 39.07 39.07
31.802 31.802
Av. Final W t................ 218.601 2 19.103 1 58.40 198.67
106.402 104.206
Av. Daily Gain............ 1.075 1.072 .846 1.132
Av. Daily Shelled Corn 3.6553 3.669s 3.137° 3.3885
Av. Daily Meat Meal.. .1254 .1324 None .394®
Av. Daily Grain per 100
pounds live weight 3.636 3.668 3.507 3.745
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain:
Shelled Corn........ 1 340.00 342.25 370.63 299.33
Meat Meal............ . 11.65 12.30 None 34.77
Total Cost of 100 lbs. Gain
Corn @  40 cents. . $ 3.08 $ 3.11 $ 3.05 $ 3.31
Corn @  50 cents. 3.69 3.73 3.71 3.84
Corn @  60 cents. 4.29 4.34 4.37 4.38
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00.................. . $32.34 $31.34 $28.82 $34.62
@  $6.00.................. 57.07 56.00 51.20 64.55
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn
Hogs @  $5.00. . . . 71.6 cents 70.8 cents 69.5 cents 71.7 cents
Hogs @  $6.00. .. . 88.0 cents 87.2 cents 84.6 cents 90.4 cents
^en  hogs June 4-Nov. 16.
2Five hogs June 18-Sep. 10.
sEar corn practically full fed entire period.
4One-tenth meat meal fed last 39 days only but computed on the 165 day basis. 
“Ear corn full fed last 85 days only.
6One-tenth meat meal fed entire period.
of corn alone when corn is worth 50 cents. However, as the 
corn increases in price the economy of feeding meat meal is 
increased. We further find that when corn is worth 50 cents 
and hogs sell at $5.00 that the profit is $24.83 on corn alone 
clover and $23.01 on corn and meat meal clover during the 
first eighty-four days. However, when hogs increase in price 
to $7.00, the cost cf corn the same, the net profit is in favor 
of the meat meal corn ration, or $47.11 as compared to $46.65. 
Summarizing we find then that within reasonable limits, that 
as the prices of corn and hogs increase, meat meal is fed at a 
greater corresponding profit.
When clover pasture becomes short there is no question 
whatsoever but that the addition of a protein and ash supple­
ment helps. When young pigs are being fed the appetite is 
stimulated and the gains increased. This is well shown in the 
last 57 days of these trials. The average daily gain on supple­
mented clover was 1.67 pounds while on the non-supplemented
12
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it was 1.07. The feed required for a hundred pounds gam was 
also less where meat meal was fed, or 475.78 compared to 
382.30. One pound of meat meal actually saved 3.35 pounds 
of corn in addition to making a more rapid gain.
The results show clearly in the 1910 trials that although the 
cost of gains is more where meat meal is fed, nevertheless the 
increased gains are sufficient to make the net acre profit much 
the greater.
A usually unheeded benefit from meat meal feeding is 
that it enriches the land, thus increasing crop production. In 
1911 these two 1910 clover plots were in corn and the one 
upon which meat meal was fed yielded 50.43 bushels as com­
pared to 46.02 where none was allowed, a difference of 4.41 
bushels due to the meat meal.
Can rooting of the clever lot be discouraged by the addition 
of a protein and ash supplement to the corn ration? We find 
it may be. This was clearly shown in 1910.
RAPE.
Dwarf Essex rape is a superior emergency crop. One must 
insist, however, that dwarf Essex seed be used as there is a 
worthless summer or bird seed rape found upon the market. 
Rape in our experience has shown itself to be equal if not 
superior to medium red clover in producing rapid and eco­
nomical gains. It stands well up toward the top in our test 
list of hog forages.
The advantages of rape are many. Pasture may be furnished 
at any time during the growing season; the rape seed may be 
sown from early spring until late summer. Rape is especially 
useful in bridging over the dry months of July and August 
when blue grass is hard and unpalatable. We have sown rape 
early in April and had pasture available the first week in June. 
Ordinarily, pasture will be ready within six to eight weeks 
after sowing. A comparatively long pasturage season of prac­
tically'five to six months, from early June to late November, is 
possible. The plants will keep growing until heavy frosts come, 
taking a severe freeze to wilt them. The hogs in our experi­
ments have been kept upon rape, in two years out of three, 
until the middle of November. Seeding is done at small cost 
as not more than five pounds of seed-per acre is required, and 
if drilled four will do. The price of rape seed, on the average, 
when bought in small lots, should not exceed eight cents. This 
will make the maximum cost of seed per acre forty cents.
Most soils will give good account when sown to this forage. 
Land which is well suited to corn production makes a very 
excellent soil for rape. Sandy land has the objection of drying
13
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out too quickly and does not produce as rank and succulent 
a growth as the heavier soils.
In seeding rape we prefer to drill in six inch rows, using 
about 5 pounds of seed to the acre. Broadcasting has given 
quite good results. Unless the land is foul with weeds or 
inclined to dry or hake badly we have not found cultivation 
profitable.
If anything happens in the management of the farm to make 
it impossible to turn hogs upon the rape, it may be pastured 
with sheep, or even cattle, to good advantage. The chief dis­
advantage with rape is that it has to be seeded every year, 
though the low cost of seed and seeding somewhat counterbal­
ances this objection.
Some farmers hitve had difficulty in getting the hogs to eat 
rape, but we have never had any such trouble. There is no 
question but that the hogs will eat the rape and soon learn to 
relish it if they are turned on it and allowed no other green 
feed. Rape is ordinarily equally as palatable to hogs as medium 
red clover. In 1911 we had a bunch of hogs which had the 
run of both clover and rape at free will, and they showed unmis­
takable preference for the rape. Wet and dewy rape may 
cause sores and blisters upon thin haired hogs, but we have 
not experienced such difficulty with our animals.
RAPE DOES NOT MAKE HAY.
Rape must be used as either a grazing crop or for soiling 
purposes, as it does not cure well. It contains too much moisture 
for silage purposes. Notwithstanding these disadvantages, 
however, rape is an exceptionally valuable catch forage crop 
for Iowa hog growers.
How should rape be pastured? The hogs should not be 
turned on until the plants are at least 10 to 12 inches high, 
better still 12 to 14 inches. Heavy stocking should be avoided. 
The rape should never be eaten so closely as to leave the bare 
stalks remaining. When it is pastured down to four or five 
leaves, to the stalk the animals should be taken out to give the 
rape a chance to recuperate. Under no circumstances should 
the hogs be allowed to remain until only the terminal bud is 
left, because when this is bit off, as it will be under these con­
ditions, the plant is severely set back. The plan we have fol­
lowed is to turn on only enough pigs to allow the growth to 
keep ahead of the grazing. In the fall when cool, frosty 
weather threatens, or about October 20, it is a wise and con­
servative plan to stock the rape field to its limit and have the 
forage all eaten before the freezes wilt it down and make it 
worthless. '
Our rape pastured hogs have kept an unusually good ap-
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TABLE IV.—-PIGS ON RAPE (Dwarf Essex).
Year................................. 1909 1909 1910 1911
Lot N o . ... ...................... VI IX VI IXb
When Pastured............ June 23- Aug. 4- June 22- June 13-
Nov. 17 Nov. 16 Nov. 10 Nov. 20
When Seeded........ : . . .  May 4, ’09 July 5, ’09 April 4, ’10 Apr. 18, 11
Av. No. of H ogs ........... 16.666 18.75 20. 43.125
No. of Days.................... 147. 104. 141. 160.
Av. Initial W t................ 25.87 70.47 37.89 25.126
81.397
Av. Final W t................ 145.67 211.87 193.54 79.83®
177.797
Av. Daily Gain.............. .815 1.360 1.104 1.076
Av. Daily Shelled Corn, 2.5241 4.7871 3.2304 3.9041
Av. Daily Meat Meal. . . .1292 .2513 .375s .239®
Av. Daily Grain per 100
pounds live weight 3.892 3.620 3.642 4.286
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain:
Shelled Corn.......... 309.75 352.13 292.59 362.75
Meat Meal.............. 15.83 18.49 33.99 22.19
Total Cost o f 100 lbs. Gain
Corn @  40 cents.. $3.07 $3.32 $3.27 $ 3.26
Corn @  50 cents.. 3.63 3.95 3.79 3.91
Corn (3) 60 cents.. 4.18 4.58 4.32 4.56
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00.................. $27.50 . $27.72 $37.51 $80.37
@  $6.00.................. 47.47 54.24 68.64 154.63
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn
Hogs @  $5.00___ 74.9 cents 66.6 cents 73.1 cents 64.8 cents
Hogs @  $6.00. . . .  93.0 cents 82.5 cents 92.2 cents 80.2 cents
’Ear corn practically full fed entire period. ,
2One-tenth meat meal fed last 35 days, but computed on the 147 day basis.
3One-tenth meat meal fed last 39 days only, but computed pn 104 day basis.
4Ear com full fed last 85 days only.
'One-tenth meat meal fed entire period.
6Nine hogs June 13-Sep. 11.
’Eighteen hogs Sep. 11-Nov. 20.
8One-twentieth meat meal fed entire period.
pearance throughout the grazing season. They have been very 
healthy and thrifty. Their coats have been sleek and glossy, 
which may he possibly attributed to the fact that the rape 
plant is exceptionally rich in sulphur and protein, important 
constituents of hair; and further, to the succulence of the plant 
which would tend to keep the digestive system in good tone.
Shall we supplement corn with protein when feeding it to 
hogs upon rape? Ordinarily, we find that ear corn plus 1-20 
to 1-15 meat meal has given very excellent results if the ani­
mals are not too heavily fed upon corn. Our observations would 
indicate, however, that when the animals are very heavily fed 
upon corn as much as 1-10 meat meal (or some other supple­
ment containing as much protein) should be fed in order to 
give optimum results. The composition of rape shows it to 
run especially high in calcium and protein. For a non-legume
15
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the amount of both of these elements is very high. An analysis 
run in 1909 upon rape, clover, and alfalfa showed that rape, 
when figured on the water free basis, contained 23.04% pfotein 
as compared to 15.22% for alfalfa and 19.05% for medium red 
clover. Rape fortunately contains 35 to 50% less crude fibre than 
does red clover. The protein content of rape would indicate that 
it should be handled somewhat the same as clover or alfalfa. 
However rape is very succulent, containing as much as eighty 
to ninety pounds of water in a hundred pounds of the green 
plant. Alfalfa and clover in the growing stage contain only 
about 75% moisture. To get an equal amount of dry matter 
the hog on rape must eat practically one and a half to two and 
a half times as much forage by weight, as the hog on alfalfa, or 
clover. Taking this factor into consideration, we find a pos­
sible reason why rape may have greater need for more concen­
trated protein supplement than the leguminous pastures, alfalfa 
and clover.
We have four trials with rape, two in 1909, one in 1910, and 
one in 1911. The results in all four trials are especially gratify­
ing.
The rape was cultivated in the 1910 trial, which increased 
the crop production cost on the acre $1.15, due to the three 
extra cultivations. A little saving in seed was made. It did 
not seem to us that cultivation was advisable. In this year the 
growth was allowed to get a good start or practically was 
seeded eleven weeks before grazed.
The exceptional results in 1911 are attributable to the fact 
that the hogs were allowed a full feed of grain, thus enabling 
the pasture to carry a larger number. Furthermore the rape 
was allowed to get a good start early in the spring which was 
in favor of producing a larger return. All records were broken 
in the ability of rape to carry hogs, in that 43.125 hogs having 
an average weight of 97 pounds were grazed in conjunction 
with the grain ration given for a period of 5 1-3 months.
SWEET CLOVER.
More and more, farmers are lauding sweet clover, claiming 
that it has great merit as a forage crop; others are equally sure 
that it is a weed unfit for cultivation. A few are sure that stock 
will not eat i t ; others of considerable experience have no trouble 
in teaching their domestic animals to relish it. Sweet clover 
in our experience has proven itself to be an acceptable forage 
crop, and our results with it have been encouraging.
There are two valuable cultivated varieties of sweet or 
Bokhara clover, commonly known as the white (Melilotus alba), 
and the yellow (Melilotus officinalis). Reference is sometimes
16
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made to a less common blue flowered kind. The white flowered 
clover is usually the taller, being inclined to grow more rank 
and woody. The yellow variety, which by the way is the one 
we have used as hog pasture, is inclined to be a somewhat 
earlier, maturer and lighter yielder because of its less rank
growing tendency. . ..
A worthless variety, known as an annual flowering yellow 
Melilotus Indica sweet clover, may be found upon, the market. 
When buying it is well to specify clearly that the cultivated 
native yellow (Officinalis) or white (Alba) sweet clover be 
urm sli g cl.
Alfalfa and sweet clover, both legumes, resemble each other 
quite closely in manner and character of early growth, gen­
eral appearance, chemical composition and bacterial inoculac­
tion, so much so in fact that one may suspect that they had 
a common origin ages since.
SWEET CLOVER HAS BONE MATERIALS
The sweet clover plant, our analyses show to be rich in lime, 
containing as much as 2 1-2% calcium (71.48% of quicklime 
is calcium) in the dry matter. This lime content makes the 
plant especially valuable as a hog feed, in that it furnishes one 
of the two main constituents of bone. Limestone soils favor 
the enrichment of the plant in lime.
Our seeding lasted only two years, the clover not being 
allowed to reseed in the second year of its growth. Being a 
short biennial, the pasture furnished the second season will not 
ordinarily be so good as that furnished the first year. To 
insure new growth in the pasture every year it is advisable to 
make an extra seeding in the early spring following the first 
year’s planting. There will thus be new plants coming on every 
year from the natural seeding of the previous fall.
Our plot was seeded in the spring, alone, at the rate of 18 
pounds of hulled seed to the acre. The growth came on well; 
little difficulty being encountered in establishing the stand. A 
lighter seeding of 12 to 15 pounds, providing the seed has a 
high- germination, would probably have done well, but there 
is no special harm in using plenty of seed. Both hulled or 
unhulled seed ‘are on the market,—and to insure rapid and 
full germination the seeds without the fibrous coats should be 
secured.
A bitter principle called cumarin (CnHG0 2: the lactone of 
cumaric acid) is present in sweet clover  ^Cumarin is an aromatic, 
organic compound, having narcotic and stimulative properties. 
It is sometimes used in medicine. Animals when eating the 
forage for the first time are inclined not to relish it because 
of the bitter taste, but if confined so that they can eat no other
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green feed, they soon find the clover palatable. The forage is 
not so liable to cause bloat as alfalfa or medium red clover, 
probably because of the bitter principle which is present. This 
may indirectly act as a stimulant to the digestive system and 
thus prevent the trouble. Growers who have had considerable 
experience with pasturing cattle and sheep upon sweet clover 
have not complained of bloat. With hogs there is no danger. 
The bitter principle may possibly be regarded as an advantage.
The composition of the green forage, as determined from a 
sample taken from our yellow flowered plot October 5, 1910, 
shows that it runs very high in protein and ash (Table X IX). 
The edible portion and entire plant analyses are given in table.
The protein in the dry matter of the whole plant runs 19.27%, 
which compares very favorably with the ordinary average 
analysis of the dry matter in medium red clover ; if anything 
it is somewhat higher. In ash, sweet clover tends to run a little 
higher than medium red clover. The striking difference be­
tween the protein content of the whole plant and the edible 
portion is interesting. It is no wonder that hogs foraging upon 
sweet clover should give good returns when eating green for­
age, the dry matter of which runs 30.33% protein. Compare 
this to the protein of the entire plant and note the greater con­
tent in the tender portions, or a comparison of 19.27 to 30.33 
per cent. The ash also runs considerably higher in the tender 
leafy parts, or a comparison of 11.73 with 15.84 per cent. 
Remembering that 25 to 30% of this ash is calcium oxide or 
quicklime the importance of it as a bone former is emphasized.
SWEET CLOVER AND ALFALFA MUCH ALIKE.
The edible portions of sweet clover and alfalfa show strik­
ing similarity (Table XIX). The two plants show about the 
same amount of protein in the dry matter. Alfalfa runs some­
what higher in carbohydrates but less in fat and ash. The 
moisture is practically the same.
The yellow and white flowered sweet clover compare favor­
ably in their chemical content (Table X IX ). Both run high in 
protein with difference in favor of the white. Carbohydrates 
run practically the same. The yellow being somewhat finer 
textured runs less in crude fibre. In fat and ash there is close 
similarity.
In pasturing sweet clover the aim should be to have a fresh 
and tender growth at all times. When pastured reasonably 
close the new growth is green and tender. Clipping to en­
courage new shoots has been practiced with some success. If 
the plants are allowed to become rank and woody the hogs do 
not eat them. The second year’s growth1 is naturally inclined
’•See 1911 sweet clover trial, page 400.
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to grow tall, woody and dry, so much so in fact, as to greatly 
diminish the profits secured as a hog pasture. Two years’ 
experience show relative net profits per acre of $42.07 and 
$23.46 respectively, for the first and second year’s growth. 
Fortunately one-ninth of the plot the second year was of the 
first year’s growth, otherwise the results would have shown 
a much greater difference. _
Two years’ trials comprise our results with swee  ^clover. The 
first year’s growth was pastured from June 22 to November 10, 
a period of 141 days, showing a fairly long pasture season. 
The second year the growth came on more quickly and was 
pastured beginning May 19. Our experience has been that the 
pasture does not last as long the second year, it being inclined 
to become coarse along in August even though hay is made 
from it. In 1911 the growth did not come on well after this 
cutting due to the set-back received. We have since then 
learned that cutting sweet clover while the plants are in full 
bloom is liable to cause disastrous results. This season, however, 
was a remarkably dry one and this factor may have checked 
a more succulent growth. A study of the comparative results 
of the two years will show that during the first year’s growth 
the sweet clover was practically equal to medium red clover, 
but in the second it was clearly outclassed by all of our better 
forages.
KEEPING HOGS FROM ROOTING SWEET CLOVER.
In the 1910 trial with sweet clover our hogs persisted in 
rooting up the plants. This objection is commonly met with, 
for the hogs have quite an appetite for the roots. Ringing will 
help considerably, but the addition of some protein and ash 
supplement to the corn ration will do more good. We have on 
different occasions stopped hogs from rooting by feeding meat 
meal or tankage, which runs high in jprotein and ash. In this 
year’s trial with sweet clover the hogs early in September began 
to root the sweet clover field. On September 14 we find this 
note: “ The pigs seem to be craving something not on their bill 
of fare, they are rooting, whining, and squealing most of the 
time.”  Meat meal to the extent of 1-10 of the ear corn grain 
ration was added beginning on this date, and results awaited.
Just three days later we find our observation recorded thus: 
“ After three days supplemental feeding these pigs quit their 
former abnormal symptoms.”  Just four weeks later we read, 
“ These sweet clover pigs have made wonderful progress and 
most excellent gains since the supplement was added. Scarcely 
any rooting, no more whining, no more squealing, no more 
gnawing at the woven wire fence; the pigs are happy and con­
tented, grazing in the cool of the morning and evening, and
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TABLE V.— PIGS ON SWEET CLOVER. 
(Melilotus Officinalis.)
Year. . . . . . . .......... ...................................
.Lot N o . . ......................... ........................
When Pastured.......................................
When Seeded...........................................
Av. No. of Hogs.......... .........................
No. of D ays.. ................
Av. Initial W t...................................^..
Av. Final W t . ................ .................... ..
Av. Daily Gain.................. ......................
Av. Daily Shelled Corn................ .
Av. Daily Meat Meal.......... ...................
Av. Daily Grain per 100 lbs. Live Wt. 
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain:
Shelled Corn.......... ..
Meat Meal.......... ..
Total Cost of 100 lbs. Gain
Corn @  40 cents............................
Corn @  50 cents.......... .................
Corn @  60 cents........ .
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00.................... ........................
@  $ 6 .0 0 ............. ..
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn
Hogs @  $5.00................................
Hogs @  $6.00.......... ......................
1910
IX
.Jun. 22-Nov. 10 
.Apr. 4, 1910
22.50 
. 141.
. 37.89
. 182.00 
1.022 
3.2061 
,2522 
3.964
313.67
24.70
$ 3.14 
3.70 
4.26
$42.07
74.50
73.2 cents- 
91.0 cents
1911
VIII
May 19-Oct. 16 **
20.
150.
18.54
98.72
.535
1.8953
.1164
4.362
354.45
21.64
$ 2.905 
3.545 
4.175
$23.465
39.505
73.1 cents5 
88.9 cents5
»Ear corn full fed last 85 days only.
2One-tenth meat meal fed last 57 days, but computed on 141 day basis.
'Ear corn limited to 3, 4, and 5 pounds daily per hundred pounds live weight 
for first, second, and third 30-dav periods, respectively. Bar corn full feed last 
60 days only.
4On«-twentieth meat meal fed entire period. .r-l—
'This includes 2,146 pounds of sweet clover hay worth $10.00 a ton.
* »Bight-ninths of area sown in spring of 1910 (April 4) and one-ninth of area 
sown in April, 1911.
lying in the shade at midday—putting on fat.”  Along in 
November, when the green sweet clover was being eaten fairly 
close, some rooting was done, but very little. Once the pig 
gets the rooting habit it becomes natural to him, especially so, 
in that the roots of sweet clover are a palatable side dish. Effi­
cient, well chosen supplements fed with corn will lessen the 
sod tearing tendencies of the swine herd.
We would not care, at this time, to recommend the growth 
of sweet clover as a hog pasture upon those soils adapted to 
alfalfa, which with medium red clover should be the standard 
leguminous forage crops. Sweet clover, however, has its place 
and may be used to advantage many times. It stands close 
pasturing better than alfalfa and will grow on harder soils 
and under more adverse circumstances. The alfalfa is much 
more relished by hogs than is the sweet clover, as is shown 
by their preference for the alfalfa when allowed the run 
of both. Furthermore it is a greater yielder and the stand will
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endure for a longer term of years. However, the hog grower 
will not make any serious mistake in pasturing sweet clover, 
as it gives economical gains.
OATS. (Common Field.)
Oats are sometimes used as a hog pasture, the hogs being 
turned in while the oats are young and growing, allowing 
them to remain until the oats begin to head at which time they 
are taken off. Others leave them in the field until the oats 
are harvested. This is especially true when they are badly 
lodged making their harvest difficult.
We have only one trial with oats, the hogs being turned on 
just as the oats were beginning to head. The hogs were kept 
in the oats until they were all harvested. The dry season 
favored a complete consumption of practically all of the corn, 
scarcely any remaining upon the ground. In a year in which 
there is a moderate rainfall following the shattering of the 
grain a volunteer crop of green oats springs up thus making 
the pasture more valuable. Because of the dry season of 1911 
no volunteer crop appeared as the hogs consumed all of the
g The results with oats, however, are somewhat gratifying in
TABLE VI.— PIGS ON OATS,
Year.. . ............................................................
Lot N o................................................. ..
When Pastured..............................................
When S e e d e d ...................... .................
Av. No. of H ogs........ ...................................
No. of Days . ...................................................
Av. Initial ... ...................................................
Av. Final W t . ...........................................
Av. Daily Gain............ ..................................
Av. Daily Shelled Corn.......... ............
Av. Daily Meat Meal................ _...................
Av. Daily Grain per 100 lbs. Live Wt. 
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain: • • •
Shelled C orn ............................•............
Meat M eal........................................ ••
Total Cost of 100 lbs. Gain
Corn @  40 cents...............................
Corn @  50 cents. . . . . . . — .. • • • •
Corn @  60 cen ts........................... • •
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $ 5 .0 0 ...............................................
@  $ 6.00............ ......................................... ...................
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn
Hogs @  ?5.00 .............
Hogs @  $6.00............ .........................
COMMON FIELD.
.................... 1911
. . . . . . . . . . .IXa
....................June 13-Sept. 11
.. ............ April 18, 1911
........ ...........  30.
................ 90.
....................  25.71
.......................82.94
.......... .................... 636
..............  2.1791
...............................1392
. 4.664
342.76
21.78
$ 3.49 
4.10 
4.71
$15.33
32.53
64.6 cents 
81.0 cents
’ Full fed entire period.
2One-twentietli meat meal fed during period.
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that they show that there is some merit in oats pasture. The 
hogs allowed the run of the oat field clearly outgained the dry 
lot pigs making more economical pork.
RYE. (Winter.)
Rye has quite an advantage over ordinary pasture crops, in 
that it comes exceptionally early and is with us late in the 
fall. The advantage of having a very early as well as a very 
late pasture is worth considerable to the hog man.
If rye pasture is allowed to get a fairly good start in the 
Tall before pasturing, the growth in the spring will come on 
quite early and furnish abundant pasturage before the central 
stems begin to form.
A comparative study of the relative compositions of green 
rye and rape show these two crops to be quite similar (see Table 
X IX). In the comparison of the edible portions we find that 
rye runs somewhat higher in water while the protein and car­
bohydrates are somewhat less. Rye contains practically 25
TABLE VII.— PIGS ON RYE, GREEN.
Y e a r ..................................* . ............• • • •
Lot N o........ ...................... ........
When Pastured. .................. i . . . . . . . .
When S e e d e d . ........ ..
Av. No. of H ogs...... ..................
No. of D ays............................................
Av. Initial W t . ......................................
Av. Final W t. . . ' ................ ...............
Av. Daily Gain.......................................
Av. Daily Shelled Corn............ ............
Av. Daily Meat Meal.............. ..............
Av. Daily Grain per 100 lbs. Live Wt 
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain:
Shelled C o rn ................ .............. ..
Meat M eal..................• • • .............
Total Cost of 100 lbs. Gain
Corn @  40 cents........................ ..
Corn @  50 ce n ts .......... ...........
Corn @  60 cents..................
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00........................
@  $6.00...... ....................................
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn
Hogs @  $5.00................................
Hogs @  $6.00........................
1911
XIHb
Sept. 22-Nov. 21
31.11
60.
36.461
57.062
55.871
86.992
.810
2.3373
.2894
4.513
288.59
35.67
$3.15
3.67
4.18
$20.05
35.18
75.8 cents 
95.2 cents
1Thirty hogs iSep. 22-Oct. 22.
2Twenty-six hogs Oct. 22-Nov. 21. £
»Bar com limited to 5 and 6 pounds per one hundred pounds live weight for 
the first and second “ Thirty Day Periods” respectively.
4One-tenth meat meal fed entire period,
**Volunteer crop from “ Hogged” rye of same season.
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pounds of protein as compared to 28 with rape. Alfalfa, it is 
seen, clearly outranks both the rye and rape. In order to 
balance up the grain ration we find that the hog will have to 
eat considerably more of rye than he will of rape or alfalfa 
for two reasons, first, the higher water content, and second 
the relatively lower protein in comparison to carbohydrate. 
We find in comparison that more protein should be fed upon 
rye than upon alfalfa or rape pasture.
When we pastured green rye we allowed 1 pound of meat 
meal to every 10 pounds of corn which was probably about 
right for young pigs. When the hogs reach the weight of a 
hundred pounds or so, it is altogether likely that 1 pound of 
meat meal to 15 of corn will give good returns.
The laxative nature of green rye is quite pronounced. We 
have had considerable difficulty with seouring when the green 
rye was pastured with shoats. Older hogs, well grown and 
heavier, got along normally. To counteract the loosening ten­
dency of this ration we have found the addition of blood meal, 
a tablespoonful to the pig twice daily, to be of much value. 
Wheat is much superior to rye insofar as causation of scouring 
is concerned. Unfortunately our experience with excessive 
scouring on rye leads us not to recommend it unreservedly.
“ HOGGING-DOWN” RIPE RYE.
The ripe rye was “ hogged-down”  without corn being fed. 
Dry lot feeding has shown that rye, to be most efficient, had best 
be supplemented with a concentrate containing considerable 
protein and ash. We therefore fed meat meal at the rate of 
%  pound per head morning and evening, or %  pound daily.
The yield of the ripe rye plot was 41.25 bushels on the 
acre determined by harvesting a number of representative areas.
It would have been much more profitable as shown in table 
VIII, page’404, to have sold the rye upon the market rather than 
to have hogged it down. Hogs at $5.00 returned only 4.2 cents a 
bushel for the standing rye.
It is said that if grain is fed to hogs in the rye field that they 
will consume rye with greater corresponding profit. Results in 
1912 indicate that hogging ripe rye is unprofitable even though 
grain be allowed in addition.
OATS, CLOVER AND RAPE.
The combination of certain crops offers some advantages. A 
variety of plants, other things being equal, is desirable. The 
hogs may thus choose their feed somewhat at will. If a legume
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TABLE V ili.— PIGS ON RYE, RIPE.
Y e a r ...................................................................
Lot N o.............. .......................... ............ ...........
When Pastured............................ ................... ..
When Seeded...................*............
Av. No. of H ogs .....................................
No. of D ays......................• •...........
Av. Initial W t....................................................
Av. Final W t........ ......................................... .. •
Av. Daily Gain............ .... . ..............................
Av. Daily Shelled Corn........ '• • • ....................
Av. Daily Meat Meal.........................................
Av. Daily Grain per 100 lbs. Live W t...........
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain:
Shelled Corn.......... ........................ ..
Meat Meal........ ..........................................
Total Cost of 100 lbs. Gain 
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00.......... . . ................. .....................
@  $6.00........................ ........... .............
Net Returns for a Bushel of Standing Rye
Hogs @  $5.00............ ..........• •••........... ..
Hogs @  $6.00..................................
.1911
X llla
.July 7-August 12 
. September, 1910 
. 22.50
. 36.
. 68.92
. 78.61
.2691 
None 
.454 
.613
None 
. 168.58
. $ 7.75
. $ 6.01 (loss)
3.83 (loss)
4.2 cents 
9.4 cents
1These hogs gained over two pounds daily in the com field after coming off the 
rye, this showing the growing ability of the hogs when given an opportunity.
TABLE IX.— PIGS ON OATS, RED CLOVER, AND RAPE.
Year........ ..... —  ............ .. • • • • • • • • • .................
Lot No............................. i ......................................
When Pastured............. ................. . . . . . . .  — •
When Seeded.......... ...........................
Av. No. of H ogs.............................. ..........................
No. of Days.......... ............ . . ............................. • •
Av. Initial W t . ...........................................................
Av. Final W t........ . —  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  —  • •
Av. Daily Gain........ ........................................
Av. Daily Shelled Corn.................................•..........
Av. Daily Meat Meal..........................................
Av. Daily Grain per 100 Pounds Live W t . ........•
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain,
Shelled Corn ...............................•.•••■................
Meat M eal................. .......................................
Total Cost of a Hundred Pounds Gain,
Corn @  40 cents........ .................................
Corn @  50 cents.......... ............................
Corn @  60 cents............ .............................. .
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00........ .-............................. ...................
@  $6.00............................ ......................••••••■
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn Hogs Selling
@  $5.00........ ............. . . . Y .............. ..
@  $6.00. ........................... ............................
1909,
.VII
June 23-Nov. 
May 4, 1909.
. 16.666 
. 147 
. 25.80
, 160.20 
.914 
2.7781 
.1312 
3.618
303.81 
. 14.34
. $ 3.02 
3.56 
4.11
. $32.30
54.70
76.6 cents 
95.0 cents
17.
IWm corn full fed entire period. . .. 1 . . .
2One-tenth meat meal fed last 35 days only, but computed on the 14 < day basis.
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is combined with a non-legume or peas with oats, for instance, 
the dry matter of the oats will run higher in muscle formers 
because of this association than if planted alone.
We have found that a mixture of oats, l  to 1 1-2 bushels; 
clover, 7 to 10 pounds; and rape 2 to 4 pounds to the acre is 
quite a satisfactory forage. O.ats and rape may be sown with­
out the clover using 1 1-2 bushels of oats and 4 pounds of rape 
to the acre with good returns.
Ordinarily with spring pigs 1-20 to 1-15 meat meal will give 
good results upon this mixed crop.
This pasture for the most part will be rape, the oats prob­
ably being next in quantity and clover furnishing the least. 
In the latter part of the season the oats which have headed and 
ripened and fallen to the ground will produce some volunteer 
growth. The rape will persist until the end of the season as 
will the clover in a favorable year.
In our 1909 trials oats, clover and rape gave very excellent 
results as the table shows. Pork was made economically and 
in large quantity.
OATS, CANADIAN FIELD PEAS AND RAPE.
The three common crops, oats, Canadian field peas and rape 
(Dwarf Essex) when sown together make a palatable and suc­
culent forage. The combination of a comparatively cold lov­
ing hardy legume and a cold season cereal with quick growing 
succulent Dwarf Essex rape makes an excellent crop which may 
be sown at its seeding time.
This mixture will do better in the northern part of the State 
than in the southern because the pea is adapted to the colder 
climate.
The Canadian field pea is not to be confounded with the cow 
pea which is a southern plant.
The Canadian field pea is especially valuable as a protein 
yielder, the dry peas containing half as much digestible protein 
as oil meal. Ordinarily peas will yield as much protein per 
acre as any of our common cereal crops. The white Canadian 
field pea or “ Oolden Vine”  does very well with us.
The rate of seeding will vary, but a bushel of oats, a bushel 
of peas and 3 pounds of rape make a favorable combination. 
If indications point to a dry season the oats and peas may be 
decreased somewhat.
How much meat meal shall we feed? In 1911 lot 1 was fed 
1-20 meat meal while lot 2 was fed 1-10 during the entire period.
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TABLE X — PIGS ON OATS, CANADIAN FIELD PEAS 
AND RAPE.
Y e a r ........ I .................... 1909
Lot N o....................... VI11When Pastured............• June 23 to .
Nov. 17
When Seeded......... B
Av. No. of H og s ........... 16.666
No. of D a y s . . . . . . ........^
Av. Initial W t..............• < 26.80
Av. Final W t . . . . . . . . .  152.00
Av. Daily Gain •••••••• -^8
Av. Daily Shelled Corn. 2.781^
Av. Daily Meat Meal . . .  .131
Av. Daily Grain per 100
lbs. live weight-----  3*91 .^ .
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gam:
Shelled Corn----- ..323.98
Meat Meal . . . . . . . .  15.27
Total Cost of 100 lbs. Gain 
Corn @  40 cents..$ 3.33 
Corn @  50 cents..  3.91 
Corn @  60 cents.. 4;49 
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $ 5 .0 0 ...----- ...$22.83
@  $6.00............ .. . • 43.86
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn
Hogs @  $5.00___ 68.8 cents
Hogs @  $6.00___ 86.1 cents
1911 1911 1911
I II V
me 13 to June 13 to June 13 to
Nov. 20 Nov. 20 Nov. 20
nr. 17, ’ l l  Apr. 17, ’ l l  Apr. 18, 11
23.5416 23.5416 30.9027
160. 160. 160.
26.17s 25.57s 25.72s
100.894 100.894 100.89s
207.51s 207.94s 213.22s
139.374 139.374 139.379
1.156 1.161 1.163
3.829s 3.898s 4.0531
.234® .3687 .247®
4.087 4.249 4.164
331.27 335.68 - 348.54
20.28 31.73 21.23
$ 3.18 $ 3.50 $ 3.25
3.77 4.10 3.88
4.36 4.70 4.50
$53.45 $39.52 $64.63
96.99 83.26 122.13
70.8 cents 65.1 cents 68.1 cts.
87.7 cents 81.8 cents 84.1 cts.
rnmmimMmmmmm S i c o m p u t e «  on i «  ba^.
3EigMeen hogs June 13-Nov. 20.
‘ Seventeen hogs Oct. 16-Nov. 15. |
'Ear com full fed the last 100 days only. §
6One-twen.tieth meat meal was fed entire period.
^TwOTty-sevei^bogs^rum^ ll^Noy*20.1O^ (Escept two token out Oct. 11 because 
of sickness and not replaced.)
9Seven hogs Oct. 16-Nov. 15.
It is clearly shown that the 1-20 gave the more economical re­
sults having a larger profit per acre and greater net return 
for a bushel of corn, the pork also costing less.
How much grain should he allowed to hogs o^ this forage. 
The comparison of lots 1, limited gram ration with 5, full ted 
entire time shows that the question of full feeding is dependent 
upon many factors. Speaking generally we find that as corn 
becomes higher in priee, other things, bemg 
bility of limiting the gram ration is increased. If the torage 
is abundant and cheaply produced and thegram 
the feeding of a limited gram ration is attended with greater
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profits than if grain were cheap and forage high. .The margin 
of profit is greater in the full fed. lot as the price of hogs in­
creases, due indirectly to the large amount of pork produced by 
this system of feeding. Actually the gains cost more when 
hogs are full fed than where not. If the object of the farmer 
is to market corn at its highest possible price we find that the 
limited grain ration gives the more for each bushel of corn fed. 
In the full feeding system, of course, the hogs are marketed 
sooner thus having less risk and interest on the investment and 
less labor. The average daily profit per pig is sometimes con­
sidered a fair criterion of relative efficiency. The limited ration 
hogs, with com at 50 cents and pork at $5.00 returned a daily 
profit of 1.42 cents as compared to 1.30 cents where full feeding 
was followed. It is impossible to say which system of feeding 
will best meet all conditions. The hog man must take the 
various factors into consideration and plan his operations ac­
cordingly.
DRY LOT CHECKS AGAINST FORAGE.
The dry lot feeding was carried to show relative merit of dry 
lot vs. forage feeding of spring pigs during their first season.
A study of the two dry lot checks, one getting 1-20 meat 
meal and the other 1-7 to 1-16, table XI, shows that the larger 
allowance of meat meal ration was the most profitable.
The cost of gains in every instance is less upon forage than 
in dry lot. With corn at 50 cents alfalfa produced gains cost­
ing $2.88 as compared to $4.36 in dry lot. On forage the gains 
are also faster, thus making a larger net profit per hog daily. 
Every comparison distinctly shows that the dry lot system is 
clearly outclassed by the forage method.
How much grain does a forage save when grazing spring 
pigs averaging under 100 pounds during the period? The fol­
lowing table XII shows clearly that there is a very large saving 
of shelled corn equivalent by the grazing system. In the com­
putations we have assumed that a pound of meat meal was 
of the. same value as three pounds of corn.
GENERAL COMPARISON OF FORAGES FOR SPRING PIGS.
The comparative merit of forage crops is dependent upon 
numerable variable factors. Manifestly a pasture which lasts 
for six or seven months is much more valuable than one that 
furnishes feed for only three. It may so happen that the cost
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TABLE XL— PIGS ON DRY LOT CHECKS AGAINST FORAGE.
Ration Ear Corn Plus Meat Meal.
Year.............. ..........•..................................  fe jfi
Lot N o...................................... ..........• • • 11
Time............................ ....................... • • • «Jul. 20-Nov. 17
Av. No. of H ogs............ ................ 9.75
No. of Days.............. ........................... • • 120.
Av. Initial W t . . ...................................... 23.69^
43.89
Av. Final W t. . . . ....................................  43.15*
53.56
Av. Daily Gain. ...................................... -241
Av. Daily Shelled C o rn ........................  1-354
Av. Daily Meat Meal . . . . . . . .  . . . .  -082
Av. Daily Grain per Hundred Pounds,
Live W eight.......................... ; .........  3.980
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain,
Shelled Corn-------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  562.70
Meat Meal ........................ . . . . .  v  • 34.02
Total Cost of a Hundred Pounds Gain,
Corn @  40 cents.......... .................. $ 4.87
Corn @  50 cents............................... 5.87
Corn @  60 cents.............. . •............ 6.88
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn,
Hogs @  $5.00..................................  41.3 cents
Hogs @  $6.00.................. ........... 51.2 cents
1911
IVo
Jul. 20-Dec. 17 
10.
150.
23.90
118.90
.633
2.214s
.314’
4.281
349.55
49.63
$ 3.74 . 
4.36 
4.99
60.2 cents
76.2 cents
’Ten hogs July 20-Oct. 18.
’Nine hogs Oct. 18-Nov. 17.
8Ear com full fed entire period.
’One-twentieth meat meal fed entire period. • ,
“One-seventh to one-sixteenth meat meal fed, decrease made as the period 
progressed.
«Area of lot 22 by 80 feet or practically 1-25 acre. . ,
’Allowed free access to air slacked lime, homemade charcoal, salt, wood ashes, 
bone flour, and slack coal. The cost did not exceed 2 cents for a hundred pounds 
gain. (Not included in above costs.)
TABLE XII.— GRAIN SAVED BY AN ACRE OF FORAGE, ON 
THE BASIS THAT THE BEST DRY LOT RATION REQUIRED 
349.55 POUNDS OF CORN AND 49.63 POUNDS 
OF MEAT MEAL FOR 100 LBS. GAIN.
Lot Forage Shelled
No. Com
1911
I Oats, Peas & Rape 795.83
II Oats, Peas & Rape 606.69
V Oats, Peas & Rape 58.07
IXa Oats 116.58
IXb Rape ^980.14
III Alfalfa 771.14
VIII Sweet Clover —  78.57 
XIIIaRye, Ripe None
XHIbRye, Green 921.37
Meat Total Total Shelled
Meal Grain Corn Equivalent
(Shelled Corn 
plus three times 
the Meat Meal)
1277.77 2073.60 4629.14
782.97 1389.66 2955.60
1632.83 1690.90 4956.56
478.18 594.76 1551.12
2037.51 1057.51* 5132.39
925.99 1697.13 3549.11
448.83 370.262 1267.92
— 259.31 — 259.31 — 777.93
211.00 1132.37 1554.37
■In addition to the 3837.8 pounds of cured hay to the acre. 
2In addition to the 2384.4 pounds of hay cut to the «urne.
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of gains is less on a short period pasture, but the total profit 
is vastly greater than where a longer grazing season is possible, 
but gains somewhat more expensive.
That the comparative profit of forage crops is influenced by 
various factors is illustrated in the following table :
TABLE XIII.— COMPARATIVE PROFIT IN FORAGE CROPS 
DEPENDS UPON TOTAL GAIN, COST OF GAIN 
AND SELLING PRICE OF HOGS.
Crops of 1909 Arranged in Order of “ Cost of a Hundred Pounds Gain” 
with Lowest First.
Lot
No.
Forage Total
Gain
Cost of a Net profit of an Acr 
Hundred with Corn @  50 cents 
Pound bushel and Hogs @  
Gain
$5.00 $6.00 $7.00
VII Oats, clover
and Rape .......... . .  2240.0 $3.56 $32.30 $54.70 $77.10
VI Rape, early............ . . 1996.7 3.63 27.50 47.47 67.43
II Clover, Med. Red. ...2472.2 3.69 32.34 57.07 81.80
III Clover, Med. Red. ...2465.6 3.73 31.34 56.00 80.66
VIH Oats, Peas
and Rape............ 1 2103.3 3.91 22.83 43.86 64.89
IX Rape, late.............. . 2651.2 3.95 27.72 54.24 80.75
IV A lfa lfa .................... . 2277.8 3.96 23.62 46.39 69.17
I Blue Grass and
Timothy.............. . 1662.2 4.09 15.23 31.85 48.47
There is no one basis that may be considered as absolute in 
making comparisons between forage crops. We must, in all 
cases, adapt the experimental figures to our local farming con­
ditions.
The blue grass and timothy combination is clearly outclassed 
in economical production of pork by many of our common 
forages such as alfalfa, red clover, rape, etc. Where corn alone 
is fed on blue grass the results show clearly that the hog man 
could well afford to plow up his pasture and expend extra 
labor and money upon crop seedings of alfalfa, clover, rape, or 
some of the common mixtures, such as oats, peas and rape or 
oats, clover and rape.
Alfalfa is our greatest hog forage. Let every Iowa farmer 
make a study of this wonderfully good leguminous plant and 
determine whether or not it will grow upon his farm. The 
evidence of practical farmers is that this plant does well in 
practically all sections of the State.
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Medium red clover is a superior hog forage. The profits on 
this pasture show that our appreciation of the merit ot this 
plant has been logical. # . .
Rape is our greatest emergency forage crop, being practical y 
the equal of medium clover in economical production ot porJs.
Sweet clover in the first year of its growth shows itself 
equal if not superior to medium red clover, however m the 
second year it becomes rank and woody and is easily outclassed
by our more standard forage crops.
The mixtures of oats, peas and rape, or oats, clover and rape 
make a very good showing. The hog farmer will make no 
mistake, in using these combinations. Which of the mixtures 
is superior will depend upon climatic and soil conditions.
For early spring and late fall pasture rye has some merit. 
Ripe rye has not been hogged with profit at this station.
In general we have found it advisable .and profitable on all 
of our forage crops to use some nitrogenous supplement. Fven 
on alfalfa the addition of 1-15 meat meal to the ration is 
attended with larger daily gains and more profitable ones than 
where the attempt is made to use nothing hut corn. For general 
purposes 1-151 to 1-10 meat meal on red and sweet clover and 
rape is advisable. When blue grass is pastured much more is 
' needed, or from 1-10 to 1-8. We may conclude, therefore, jg  
the pasturing of weanling pigs that some protein supplement 
is desirable on all of our forage crops.
HOGS, FALL PIGS OF PREVIOUS YEAR.
What are the relative merits of forage when pastured by, 
respectively, spring pigs and old hogs ? .To determine this we 
fed on forages in 1910 five, lots of hogs which had been farrowed 
in the fall of the previous year.
These hogs weighed 125 pounds at the beginning of the 
experiment on May 26, 1910. They were well grown and had 
sufficient frame to encourage quite rapid gams.
The profits of older hogs upon forage are not so great as 
with spring pigs. One is impressed with the less important role 
that forages play in economic production with pork with heavy 
hogs weighing on the average 200 pounds as compared to those 
of 100 pound weight.
Four lots were fed on forage and one in dry lot. The four 
forage lots were, respectively, oats, clover and rape; oats, and
U912 results show this.
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TABLE XIV.— HOGS, FALL PIGS OF PREVIOUS YEAR ON 
DIFFERENT FORAGES WITH CHECK DRY LOT.
Ration— Ear Corn Plus 1/15 Meat Meal Entire Time. 
May 26-Nov. 11, 1910.
Lot No. .  . . . . . .  I I Va and III II V
Pasture Used ! .Oats Clo- IVb Oats, Peas Oats, Vetch Dry 
ver and Oats and and Rape and Rape Lot 
Rape Clover al­
ternated 
with Rape
. .Apr. 4, ’10 April 4, ’10 April 4, ’10 April 4, ’10When Seeded 
Av. No. of Hogs. 11.11 12.50
No. of Days . . . .  169. 169.
Av. Initial W t . . .  125.90 125.20
Av. Final W t . : . 332.80 324.38
Av. Daily Gain.. 1.224 1.179
Av. Daily Shelled
C o r n ............ . 5.0561 5.0401
Av. Daily Meat
M e a l____ ____  3882 .3782
11.11
169.
126.40
348.56
1.315
5.0561
•3882
11.11
169.
125.20
331.16
1.219
5.0561
.3882
10.
169.
124.80
364.24
1.417
6.204s
.479s
Av. Daily Grain per Hundred Pounds,
Live Weight . .  2.506 2.576 2.413
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain,
Shelled Corn . .  412.96 427.64 384.60
Meat Meal . . .  31.71 32.06 # 29.53
Total Cost of a Hundred Pounds Gain,
Corn @  40 cts.$ 4.21 $ 4.25 $4 .05
Corn @  50 cts. 4.95 5.02 4.73
Corn @  60 cts. 5.69 | 5.78 5.42
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling,
@  $5.00 . . . , . . $  1.03 $ .63 $ 6.64
(Loss)
@  $6.00 . . . . . .  24.02 24.27 31.33
Net Returns for a Bushel of Corn, Hogs Selling,
@  $5.00 ........... 50.6 cts. 49.7 cts. 53.9 cts.
@  $6.00 ........... 64.2 cts. 62.8 cts. 68.5 cts.
2.531
414.85
31.86
$ 4.34 
5.08 
5.83
$ 1.89 
(Loss) 
21.00
48.9 cts. 
62.4 cts.
437.91
2.914
33.82
$ 3.98 
4.76 
5.54
53.L cts. 
53.1 cts.
*Ear corn full fed last 85 days only.
2One-fifteentli meat meal fed entire period.
8Ear corn full fed entire period.
4Dry lot 22 by 80 feet, or practically one twenty-fifth acre.
clover alternated with rape; oats, peas and rape; and oats, vetch 
and rape.
'Should oats, clover and rape all he sown together or should 
the oats and clover be sown in one plot, rape in another, and 
the hogs alternated as the season progresses ? The figures show 
that these crops had best be sown all in one plot.
Oats, peas and rape outclassed all of the mixtures used for 
heavy hogs. This is the same forage as was used with spring 
pigs in 1909, the only difference being that a little more rape 
was sown in the previous experiment. The cost of gains as 
well as the acre profit is greater on oats, peas and rape than 
upon the other crops used with heavy hogs.
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'Oats, vetch and rape has not proven to be a very successful 
mixture. The vetch had best be replaced by field peas or clover.
Vetch is primarily of two kinds, the annual summer or 
spring vetch (vivia sativa) which is a warm climate plant 
grown mostly in the Southern States, and the winter annual, 
hairy or sand vetch (vivia villosa) which is a favorite m this 
climate. The hairy vetch was used in our forage mixture.
Seeding with vetch, at current prices, is somewhat expensive. 
On the average hairy vetch is quoted at about $7.00 a fiushe 
or 12 cents per pound. We used 48 pounds oats, 30 pounds 
vetch and 2 pounds rape on an acre, making the cost gg&ffi 
the vetch alone costing $3.60. Present quotations on vetch 
seed are about $10.00 for a bushel of 60 pounds.
In our “ hogging-down”  work vetch as a supplement to corn 
has proved to be valueless, soy beans, rape, field peas, rye an 
cow peas have all proven more efficient. Our advice |d;the hog 
grower would be not to grow vetch for hog pasture. The heavy 
hogs in dry lot produced more economical and more 
o-ains than any of the heavy hogs on forage. This is m decided 
contrast to the results secured with spring pigs, which m every 
case show unmistakably in favor of the forage system.
Is the dry lot or forage system best adapted to hogs averag­
ing 200 pounds? With spring pigs the forage system of feed­
ing is easily more efficient than the dry lot, in that the pork is 
produced more rapidly, and at less cost. With older hogs 
however our experience shows that the dry lot system of feed­
ing is relatively better adapted to the fattening process than 
with young hogs. The results we are about to present show 
that it is a “ toss-up”  as to which is better for hogs over 200 
pounds in weight. To present clearly the comparison of the 
forage to dry lot method with these older hogs a summarized 
statement is given in table X V :
TABLE X V .— FORAGE AND DRY LOT SYSTEMS COMPARED, 
THE HOGS WEIGHING 125 POUNDS AT START 
AND FED 169 DAYS.
Lot No.
Av. Total Cost of a 
Daily 100 pounds1 gain 
Forage Gain corn @
40c 50 60c
I
II
III
IV
V
Oats, Clover and Rape 1.224 
Oats, Vetch and Rape 1.219 
Oats, Peas and Rape 1.315 
Oats and Clover 
alternated with Rape 1.179 
Dry Lot 1.417
4.21 4.95 5.69
4.34 5.08 5.83
4.05 4.73 5.42
4.25 5.02 5.78
3.98 4.76 5.54
Net Profit1 on 
each hog, with 
corn @  50c, 
when selling @  
$5.00 $6.00 $7.00 
.09 2.16 4.23 
— .17 1.89 3.95 
.60 2.82 5.04
— .05 1.94 3.83
.58 2.98 5.37
Production cost of forage included.
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Considering the individual hog as a basis it is clearly shown 
that no matter what the selling price or the cost of grain the 
dry lot system of feeding well grown heavy hogs is the more 
efficient method of fattening.
Why should this be? The results speak for themselves. It 
is suggested that the results may have been different if the 
lots upon forage had been fed corn without supplement. It 
might be well, as these figures dimly suggest, to let the forage 
furnish the necessary protein instead of its being supplied in 
concentrated form. Then again when hogs weigh around 150 
pounds or more they should be pushed quite rapidly for the 
market, because the gains become expensive with relative 
rapidity after the hogs reach this weight. These older hogs 
were not pushed with grain during the earlier part of the feed­
ing period, but were allowed to consume considerable forage. 
Old hogs on a full feed of corn may possibly eat enough forage 
to balance up the ration, providing the forage is of the correct 
kind, hence the object should, be to full feed on grain and 
stimulate rapid gains. These results suggest that old hogs fed 
a limited grain ration eat too' much forage for most efficient 
results.
By computation, using the cheek dry lot for a basis, we find 
that the grain saved by the various forages is as follows:
TABLE XVI.— GRAIN SAVED BY FORAGE.
Lot No. Foraere Shelled Corn Meat Meal Total con
I Oats, Clover and Rape . .. . ........  573.60 48.51
centrate. 
S. C. f l  
M. M. 
622.11
II Oats, Vetch and R a p e ........ ........  527.61 44.84 572.45
III Oats, Peas and Rape ........ ........ 1315.69 105.88 1421.57
IV Oats, and Clover Alternated 
with R a p e ..........  . . . . . . . . . . .  255.72 43.82 299.54
When we realize that a 40 bushel corn yield is equivalent to 
2,240 pounds of grain we will notice that the saving of grain 
by heavy hogs on forage is insignificant in comparison to what 
the spring, pigs show. Considering the production costs of 
these forages we find that the outlay is greater than the sav­
ing any grains would cover.
SOFTS, YEARLINGS, (not bred) CARRIED THROUGH
SUMMER.
We have discussed the value of forages for the growing and 
fattening of spring pigs, as well as the fattening of quite heavy 
well grown hogs. The value of green forage for the summer­
ing of yearling sows is but another phase of our forage work.
Twenty-seven yearling sows were used in this work, being
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divided equally into three lots; rape-clover (rape one-half of 
the area, clover the other h a lf); oats, peas and rape; and oats, 
clover and rape. .
The grain ration consisted of about a two-thirds teed ot ear 
corn alone. Sows such as these our dry lot methods show to 
do best on soaked shelled corn, hut ear corn was used so as to 
afford a direct comparison with younger pigs which received
ear corn. .
The object in carrying these sows through was simply to 
have them in good shape for fall breeding. They were not fat­
tened, but really summered through.
The forage consumption of yearling sows is practically three 
or four times as great as that of spring pigs.
These sows averaging about 230 pounds during the forage 
season corroborated the results in 1910 with fattening hogs 
weighing on the average about 200 pounds, in that the gains 
made were quite expensive and the profits per acre small. It 
is clearly shown that a two-thirds grain ration for heavy hogs 
on forage is not profitable, but that they should be given all of 
the grain they will eat if intended for market.
RAPE—CLOVER.
The sows on this forage showed an unmistakable preference 
for the rape, however, they ate of both crops as the season
progressed. .
The sows were pastured only until September. Their method 
of pasturing is more destructive than that of the spring pigs 
because.they have a tendency to bite off the terminal buds from 
the rape. Furthermore, inasmuch as cold weather was ap­
proaching the aim was to have all the forage eaten up so as 
to get the sows ready for the breeding season.
The clover during the dry season becomes somewhat hard 
in the latter part of June, very little second growth following. 
A little hay was cut from the plot to avoid wasting, or 626 
pounds to the acre. This hay is credited.
OATS, PEAS AND RAPE.
This crop did not do very well this year because of the lack 
of moisture. This was especially true in the latter part of 
August and early September. It seemed as if the peas and oats 
had sapped the moisture from the rape. The result being that 
where rape was sown alone or even with clover and oats it did 
much better, furnishing more abundant pasture the latter part 
of the season.
The heavily lodged pea vines are not adapted to old sow 
grazing because of their tendency to trample over the entire 
plot. With young pigs the trampling was not so noticeable, 
they being content to get their feed from a smaller area, and 
were not inclined to roam promiscuously over the whole area.
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In a favorable season the results may be different from those 
secured this year. More moisture in July and August would be 
a great help in recuperating the peas and the volunteer crop 
of oats, giving new life to the pasture.
The , season was too dry for the medium red clover, prac­
tically no growth.resulting. The oats and rape came on good, 
however, and there was a good stand of this crop, much more 
than where the peas were sown in the combination. The oats 
in this plot volunteered more than in the pea plot. The rape 
suffered from the way the sows pastured, as in the other lots.
FORAGES PASTURED WITH YEARLING SOWS.
The rape and clover plot produced the cheapest gains and 
the oats, pea and rape the most expensive. The acre profits 
are in favor of the rape-clover combination, with oats, clover 
and rape following a close second.
TABLE XVII.— SOWS YEARLINGS (NOT BRED). “ SUMMERED” 
WITH LIGHT GRAIN RATION OF EAR CORN.
JUNE 16— SEPTEMBER 24, 1911.
Lot N o . . . . . .
Pasture Us fed 
When Seeded
Av. No. of Hogs 
No. of Days. . . .
Av. Initial W t. .
Av. Final W t . ..
Av. Daily Gain.
Av. Daily Shelled C o rn ..................
Av. Daily Meat Meal.......................
Av. Daily Grain per 100 Pounds
Live W eight.. ......................
Grain for a Hundred Pounds Gain, 
Shelled Corn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V
Meat M e a l........ ........................
IV V VI VII 
Rape-Clover5 Oats, Peas, Oats, Clo- 
. Rape, April Rape ver, Rape 
18, 1911 Apr. 18, ’l l  Apr. 18, HI 
Clover, ’106
9.338 9.333 9.333
100. 100. 100.
181.471 174.201 172.871
206.112 217.502 203.612
211.931 212.431 205.361
272.392 274.392 273.172
.964 .928 1.016
3.857s 3.8573 3.857!
None None None
1.677 1.649 1.701
400.11 415.56 379.44
None None None
Total Cost of a Hundred Pounds Gain,
Corn @  40 cents........ ................ $ 3.52 $ 4.57 $ 3.91
Corn @  50 cents........................ 4.23 5.31 4.59
Corn (a) 60 cents........................ 4.95 6.05 5.27
Net Acre Profit, Hogs Selling
@  $5.00 .......................... .......... . $ 6.86 $ 2.72(loss) $ 3.85
@  $6.00 ........ .......................... 15.864 5.94 13.32
Net Returns for a Bushel of Cbrn,
Hogs @  $5.00............................ ,60.7 cents 45.8 centò 56.0 cents
Hogs @  $6.00............................ . 74.7 cents 59.3 cents 70.7 cents
1Seven hogs June 16-July 16.
'Nine hogs July 16-Sep. 24.
'Bar com limited to about two-thirds full feed.
'This includes 626 pounds of hay valued at $10.00 a ton. 
'Rape on one half acre, clover other half. Crops not mixed. 
'Held over from oats, clover and rape mixture.
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SELECTING A FORAGE CROP.
Different forages vary widely in their chemical make-up. 
(See Table XIX.) Some run relatively high in protein, while 
others are low. The ash varies considerably. • The determina­
tion of the constituents of the forages used in our trials has 
been interesting, in that the chemist reports analyses that agree 
quite consistently with the practical field results.
Uniformly the legumes show a good protein and ash content, 
as well as a narrow ratio between the protein and carbohy­
drate equivalent. These good qualities are especially valuable m 
that our great Iowa feed, corn, is lacking in just these essen­
tials. In balancing up the corn ration, therefore, the legumes 
are forages of exceptional merit.
The value of a forage with a narrow nutritive ratio is 
that the hog may balance up the corn ration without having to 
eat too much green feed. The young, growing hog should eat 
feed having about a ratio of 1 to 5 or 6. Conn has a ratio 
averaging about 1 to 9. Manifestly this is too wide. In bal­
ancing the corn the narrower the nutritive ratio of the forage, 
the less dry matter will necessarily be consumed in making the 
proportion more nearly right.
In reducing the ratio in feed eaten to 1: 6 by mixing other 
feeds with corn, the narrower the ratio of the added feed the 
more effective the results. It the ratio of the digestible dry 
matter .added to the corn is wider than 1: 6, it is impossible to 
add enough forage feed to make the desired ratio of 1: 6. The 
futility of balancing corn with blue grass is self-evident.
Green alfalfa with a ratio of 1: 2 is superior to blue grass and 
timothy, having over eleven pounds of carbohydrate equiva­
lent to one of protein. If the pig is only, eating a pound of 
corn daily it is absolutely impossible for him to balance it up 
fiy grazing on a mixed blue grass and timothy pasture.
In practice we find that more rapid and economical gains 
are secured with young pigs on blue grass or blue grass and 
timothy, when some high protein and ash supplement is fed 
in connection with the corn ration. The chemical analysis 
shows blue grass to have a ratio of 1: 7.34 and blue grass and 
timothy 1: 11.29, thus corroborating the field results.
Rape, although a non-legume, has a most acceptable nutri­
tional composition, showing a narrow ratio of about 1 to 2 or 
3. The crude fibre in the edible portion runs remarkably low. 
The calcium compares favorably with the percentage in our 
favorites, the legumes. The protein content is high in the dry 
matter. Digestion trials show the dry matter in rape to be 
more completely digested, on the average, than that m clover
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or alfalfa, in fact than any of the other green forages. This 
high digestibility of the dry matter (about 85%) helps to 
overcome the disadvantage of high water content. Rape has 
heretofore been classed with the carbohydrate (or the so-called 
carbonaceous) pastures, hut it deserves high rank among the 
nitrogenous forages.
ESSENTIALS OF AN IDEAL FORAGE FOR HOGS.
In selecting a forage for hogs we must take into considera­
tion several factors, other than the composition. In short, an 
ideal forage should essentially show:
1. Adaptability to local soil and climate.
2. Palatability.
3. Heavy yield of digestible dry matter (in the green ma­
terial) which is comparatively high in protein and suitable 
growing ash. The alkaline ash should have considerable cal­
cium in it because in this much needed hone forming element, 
corn is deficient. The crude fibre should be low.
4. A narrow nutritive ratio, i. e., the relation of digestible 
protein to carbohydrate equivalent should he not wider than 
1: 5, much better still if as narrow as 1: 2.
5. Succulence (not excessive so as to be “ washy” ).
6. Long pasturage season, should come early, withstanding 
the hot, dry summer, and stay late.
7. Ability to endure trampling and grazing.
8. Permanency. Alfalfa, is superior in this regard. The 
clovers come next as biennials. Annual crops are less desirable, 
other factors being equal, than those longer lived.
9. Reasonable cost and ease of seeding.
10. Capability of furnishing quick pasture at any time during 
the growing season. Rape is a peer in this regard. Rye fills 
in the late fall gap and is ready early in spring. Cow peas and 
soy beans may be called early season emergency crops.
11. Leguminous characteristics, i. e., nitrogen gathering 
(from the air) tendencies. This insures upkeep of fertility.
Unfortunately we have no one crop that furnishes all of these 
requirements, although we have one, alfalfa, that comes nearer 
than the rest.
The extreme importance of the chemical composition is to 
he emphasized in the selection of a suitable forage. (Study 
Table XIX.) We must have green pasture for hogs which will 
furnish abundantly, in succulent form, those constituents, 
protein and ash (alkaline in reaction and especially abundant 
in calcium), in which our great Iowa foodstuff, Indian corn, 
is deficient.
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TABLE XIX.— COMPOSITION OF GREEN FORAGE CROPS 
AND FEEDS.
Composition
of
Sample
Field
Composition of Dry Matter (Water Free)
Forage or 
Feed.
Carbohy­
drates s <v
M
oi
st
ur
e
D
ry
 M
at
te
r
Pr
ot
ei
n
N
. 
F.
 
E
xt
ra
ct
Cr
ud
e
Fi
be
r
Fa
t
E
th
er
 E
xt
.
■s
R
at
io
 o
f 
Pr
at
' 
to
 C
ar
bo
hy
dr
s 
Eq
ui
va
le
nt
Blue Grass (Headed) 
and Timothy . . . .  
(Shooting)..  . . . . 64.35 35.65 7.82 49.13 34.70 1.89 6.46 1 11.29
Blue Grass (Headed) 52.49 47.51 11.06 42.98 31.98 2.84 11.14 1 7.34
Medium Red Clover. 
(Half Bloom ). . . . 78.98 21.02 19.05 39.65 29.70 2.52 9.08 1 3.94
Medium Red Clover. 
(Full Bloom ). . . . . 74.06 25.94 15.94 44.21 27.18 2.54 10.13 1 4.83
Alfalfa (8"-10") . . . 73.11 26.89 15.22 34.18 40.25 1.70 8.65 1 5.14
Alfalfa (8"-10") * •• 75.75 24.25 30.69 46.51 9.63 2.14 11.03 1 1.98
Rape (12"-14") ___ 90.77 9.23 23.04 43.82 15.84 3.41 13.89 1 2.91
Rape (18"-20" ) . . . . 89.08 10.92 25.77 34.16 17.02 3.65 19.22 1 2.30
Rape (24"-28")* . . . 80.98 19.02 28.22 51.93 6.10 3.41 10.34 1 2.32
Sweet Clover (Yel­
low*) (8"-10"-First 
year’s growth). . . 72.50 27.50 19.27 40.05 25.04 3.46 11.73 1 3.79
Sweet Clover (Yel­
low*) (8"-10"-lst 
year’s growth) . . 78.38 21.62 30.33 39.58 8.68 5.57 15.84 1 2.00'
Sweet Clover (Yel­
low)** (8 weeks 
growth 1st year). 49.15 50.85 22.80 38.83 24.57 2.88 9.92 1 3.10
Sweet C lover...........
(White)** (6 wks. 
growth-lst year).. 68.60 31.40 29.00 36.71 20.83 3.92 9.53 1 2.28
Oats, (Green) Red 
Clover (Small)
& Rape (11"-14") 84.59 15.41 13.51 43.12 30.46 2.54 10.37 1 5.87
Oats, (%  headed) 
Red Clover (Al­
most none) and 
Rape (18"-20").. 85.83 14.17 18.19 36.73 26.21 3.40 15.47 1 3.87:
Oats, (Green) Cana­
dian Field Peas 
(Green and Pod- 
.ding) and Rape 
(11"-14") ........... 85.04 14.96 17.63 36.19 32.35 4.18 9.65 1 4.43
Oats, (%  headed) 
Canadian Field 
Peas (Blooming) 
& Rape (18"-2U'') 85.48 14.52 21.78 31.93 23.59 3.13 19.58 1 2.86
Rye (Green-4"-6") *. 81.86 18.14 24.85 41.44 16.17 5.50 12.03 1 2.80
Com (Shelled) 1910 14.78 85.22 10.35 80.81 2.39 4.76 1.68 1 9.05
Com (Shelled) 1911 12.73 87.27 11.46 79!96 2.30 4.62 1.66 1 8.06
Meat Meal, 19i0 . . . . 7.60 93.35 63.92 1.96 7.18 10.71 16.23 1 0.51
Meat Meal, 1 9 1 1 .... 6.65 92.40 66.58 1.67 5.23 10.96 15.56 1 0.46
*Edible portion .only, representative of the part eaten by the hogs. Other 
Samples represent entire growth.
**From the farm of W. B. Quarton, Algona, Iowa. Grown on same character of 
soil within forty rods of each other. It is probable that some moisture was lost 
from samples while coming in the mail.
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SUMMARY OF FORAGE TRIALS. 
1909— 1910— 1911.
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Pig s Spring of Current Year.
( dents)
Blue Grass and
Timothy . . , . 1909 .723 3.69 393.32 $3.40 $4.09 $4.77 $31.85 75.6
A lfa lfa ............... 1909 .990 3.82 367.23 3.33 3.96 4.60 46.39 82.2
♦*’11 1.048 4.05 344.60 2.30 2.88 3.46 97.09 103.8
Med. Red Clover 1909 1.075 3.64 351.66 3.08 3.69 4.29 57.07 88.0
1909 1.072 3.67 354.55 3.11 3.73 4.34 56.00 87.2
1910 .846 3.51 370.63 3.05 3.71 4.37 51.20 84.6
1910 1.132 3.74 334.10 3.31 3.84 4.38 64.55 90.4
1909 .815 3.89 325.58 3.07 3.63 4.18 47.47 93.0
(Dwarf Essex) 1909 1.360 3.62 370.62 3.32 3.95 4.58 54.24 82.5
1910 1.104 3.64 326.58 3.27 3.79 4.32 68.64 92.2
1911 1.076 4.29 384.93 3.26 3.91 4.56 154.63 80.2
1910 1.022 3.96 338.37 3.14 3.70 4.26 74.50 91.0
(Yellow Flower) .535 4.36 376.10 2.90 3.54 4.17 39.50 88.9
O a t s ............. .. • • 1911 j .636 14.66 1364.54 1 3.49 1 4.10 1 4.71 1 32.53 1 81.0
Rye (Green). . . . 1911 .810 4.51 324.26 3.15 3.67 4.18 35.18 95.2
Rye (R ipe). .  '.. 1911 .269 .61 168.58 7,75 7.75 7.75 -3 .8 3 9.2
Oats, Clover and
Rape . . . .  • ••• 1909 .914 3.62 318.14 3.02 3.56 4.11 54.70 95,0
Oats, Peas and 43.86 86.1R a p e ............... 1909 .858 3.92 339.25 3.33 3.91 4.491911 1.156 4.09 351.54 3.18 3.77 4.36 96.99 87.7
1911 1.161 4.25 367.41 3.50 4.10 4.70 83.26 81.8
1911 1.163 4.16 369.77 3.25 3.88 4,50 122.13 84,1
Check Dry Lots. 1911 .241 3.98 596.72 4.87 5.87 6.88* 0.35 51.2
1911 | .633 1 4.28 | 399.18 | 3.74 | 4.36 
Hogs. Fall Pigs of Previous Year.
4.99* 15.56 76.2
Oats, Clover and
1910 1.224 2.51 444.67 4.21 4.95 5.69 24.02 64.2
Oats and Clover 
(alternate with 
rape)
Oats, Peas and
1910 1.179 2.58 459.70 4.25 5.02 5.78 24.27 62.8
Rape................. 1910 1.315 2.41 414.13 4.05 4.73 5.42 31.33 68.5
Oats,'Vetch, Rape 1910 1.219 2.53 446.70 4.34 5.08 5.83 21.00 62.4
Check Dry L o t ,.
3
1910 
l earling
1.417
Sows.
2.91
Spri
471.73 
ng Pigs
3.98 
of Pre
4.76 
vious 1
5.54 
rear. .
29.79 65.9
Rape—Clover.. . .  
(%  area in each) 
Oats, Peas and .
* *>H .964 1.68 400.11 3,52 4.23 4.95 15.86 74.7
1911 .928 1.65 415.56 4.57 5.31 6.05 5.94 59.3
Oats,Clover, Rape 1911 1.016 1.70 379.44 3.91 4.59 5.27 13.32 70.7
♦Profit on the Dry Lot Hogs. No Forage allowed. 
♦♦The Hay cut from plot credited at current prices.
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